
 

Seismic gap outside of Istanbul: Is this where
the expected Marmara earthquake will
originate from?
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Earthquake researchers have now identified a 30 kilometers long and ten
kilometers deep area along the North Anatolian fault zone just south of
Istanbul that could be the starting point for a strong earthquake. The
group of seismologists including Professor Marco Bohnhoff of the GFZ
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German Research Centre for Geosciences reported in the current online
issue of the scientific journal Nature Communications, that this potential
earthquake source is only 15 to 20 kilometers from the historic city
center of Istanbul.

The Istanbul-Marmara region of northwestern Turkey with a population
of more than 15 million faces a high probability of being exposed to an
earthquake of magnitude 7 or more. To better understand the processes
taking place before a strong earthquake at a critically pressurized fault
zone, a seismic monitoring network was built on the Princes Islands in
the Sea of Marmara off Istanbul under the auspices of the Potsdam
Helmholtz Centre GFZ together with the Kandilli Earthquake
Observatory in Istanbul. The Princes Islands offer the only opportunity
to monitor the seismic zone running below the seafloor from a distance
of few kilometers.

The now available data allow the scientists around GFZ researcher
Marco Bohnhoff to come to the conclusion that the area is locked in
depth in front of the historic city of Istanbul: "The block we identified
reaches ten kilometers deep along the fault zone and has displayed no 
seismic activity since measurements began over four years ago. This
could be an indication that the expected Marmara earthquake could
originate there", says Bohnhoff.

This is also supported by the fact that the fracture zone of the last strong
earthquake in the region, in 1999, ended precisely in this area - probably
at the same structure, which has been impeding the progressive shift of
the Anatolian plate in the south against the Eurasian plate in the north
since 1766 and building up pressure. The results are also being compared
with findings from other fault zones, such as the San Andreas Fault in
California, to better understand the physical processes before an
earthquake.
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Currently, the GFZ is intensifying its activity to monitor the earthquake
zone in front of Istanbul. Together with the Disaster and Emergency
Management Presidency of Turkey AFAD, several 300 meter deep holes
are currently being drilled around the eastern Marmara Sea, into which
highly sensitive borehole seismometers will be placed. With this
Geophysical borehole Observatory at the North Anatolian Fault
GONAF, measurement accuracy and detection threshold for
microearthquakes are improved many times over. In addition, the new
data also provide insights on the expected ground motion in the event of
an earthquake in the region. Bohnhoff: "Earthquake prediction is
scientifically impossible. But studies such as this provide a way to better
characterize earthquakes in advance in terms of location, magnitude and
rupture progression, and therefore allow a better assessment of damage
risk."

  More information: Marco Bohnhoff, Fatih Bulut, Georg Dresen,
Peter E. Malin, Tuna Eken, Mustafa Aktar: "An earthquake gap south of
Istanbul", Nature Communications, DOI: 10.1038/ncomms2999
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